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FLEECE
BLANKET

MULTI FUNCTIONAL



Fleece blanket in maritime style, printed on  
both sides | Stripe design | Hemmed edges |  
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester

Fleece blanket in classic check design, printed  
on both sides | Hemmed edges |  
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester

Exclusive velours blanket | Laminated back  
made of sherpa fleece | Looped |  
Outer fabric (440 g/m²): 100% polyester

JN 958
FLEECE BLANKET STRIPED

JN 959
FLEECE BLANKET CHECKED

JN 955
COSY HEARTH BLANKET
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Lifestyle fleece blanket | Imprinted on both sides 
with graphic design in interior trend colours |  
Looped | Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100% polyester

Fluffy, multi-functional fleece blanket | Available in  
a range of bright colours | Supplied as decorative 
gift-wrapped rolls | Outer fabric (200 g/m²):  
100% polyester (micro fleece)

JN 954
URBAN STYLE BLANKET

JN 951
MICROFIBRE FLEECE BLANKET

150 x 200 cm

160 x 120 cm

High-quality double-layered fleece blanket for  
home, office or restaurant | Available in elegant  
two-tone shades | Supplied as decorative gift-
wrapped rolls | Outer fabric (320 g/m²):  
100% polyester (micro fleece) 

JN 952
BONDED FLEECE BLANKET

150 x 170 cm 
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EASY-
CARE
FLEECE

FLEECE

BLANKET
Fleece blanket with elegant fringe | Multi-functional 
for leisure and catering trade | Easy-care anti-pilling 
fleece | Available as a decorative gift pack with 
banderole | Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100% polyester

Fleece blanket with rounded fringes | Multi- 
functional use for restaurants and leisure |  
Easy care anti-pilling fleece | Supplied as  
decorative gift-wrapped rolls with banderole |  
Outer fabric (200 g/m²): 100% polyester

JN 956
FLEECE BLANKET BASIC

JN 957
FLEECE BLANKET

130 x 170 cm
125 x 150 cm
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Multi-functional fleece-blanket for leisure activities and 
for driving | Due to the separate bag the blanket can 
also be used as a cushion | Blanket and cushion are the 
same colour | With thermal insulation and easy-care | 
Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 100% polyester (micro fleece)

Multi-functional fleece blanket for catering trade and 
leisure | Easy-care anti-pilling fleece | Available as 
decorative gift pack with satin ribbon |  
Outer fabric (240 g/m²): 100% polyester

JN 900
FLEECE BLANKET

JN 950
FLEECE BLANKET

130 x 180 cm (unfolded),  
40 x 40 cm (folded as a cushion)
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